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CHAPTER I
IHPRODUCT ICH
1
A. PURPOSE
When tne Massachusetts Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Children was first organized in 1378 it considered
itself merely as being an adjunct to the police, with the sole
function of apprehending and prosecuting those who violated
any of the laws relating to or affecting children. Naturally
' ith a policy so narrow in scope, the only community resources
which the Society utilized or had recourse to were the courts.
When this narrow policy was modified however, so that tne
emphasis in its function became prevention and correction of
the social causes leading to the neglect of children instead
of 6 imply punishin. the offender, the Society began to utilize
all of the social resources of the community. It reorganized
its work techniques and began to employ the case work approach.
T^is excellent tool, however, alt l it has arrested many
cancerous growths of abuse and neglect of children, and has in
thousands of cases Teen able to restore tne family to its
socially respected utility, :ias as yet not been able to v.ipe
out neglect. It is estimated that approximately 25^of the
1 Massachusetts Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Children Handbook, p. 16.
2 Theodore A. Lothrop. Executive Director,
Massachusetts Society for t.e Prevention of
Cruelty to Children.
,.
.
2yearly cases handled by the Society do not respond to case
work treatment. In these cases there is no alternative hut
to prosecute before the courts.
In Massachusetts all neglect cases are brought before
the Juvenile Courts. In these courts are also brought all
Juvenile delinquents and adults who contribute to or induce
a child to delinquency, as well as parents who neglect their
children. All other cases of abuse against the child or
violations of any other laws affecting the child, whether by
a parent or other adults, are disposed of on the Criminal
side of the District and Superior Courts.
The purpose of this thesis is to attempt to determine
to what extent a Child Protective Agency employing the case
work approach makes use of the Probate Court when it is
operating as it doe's in Massachusetts; where by statute all
violations of laws affecting the welfare of children are
disposed of in the Juvenile and Criminal Courts.
E . SCOPE
This paper is limited to a study of fifty-six Massa-
chusetts Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children
cases known to the Probate Court in which the Society parti-
cipated. These cases were drawn from the records of the
Boston and the South Norfolk Branches of the Society and cover
the four-year period of 1941 through 1944.
For the purpose of perspective, clarification, and
tetter understanding, a brief summary of the Protective Move-
*:
*
.
.
.
ment and the history, function, procedure and policies of both
of these community resources will be included.
This thesis will attempt to determine the extent to
wnich the Society end the Probate Court unite in the ir services
to the child in need of protection, and' will endeavor to
ascertain the as of cases which biding them together.
C. MEIhCD
The background material for this study was obtained
through the reading of annual reports of the Massachusetts
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children, and its
Handbooks
,
articles^ periodicals, text books, biographies,
historical documents, legal periodicals, le _al texts, legal
reports and Statutes. Interviews were also concluded with
the Supervisor of the Eoston Branch of the Society, the South
Norfolk Agent, five other district agents thought to be
representative, the Clerk of trie Suffolk County and Middlesex
County Probate Court, the Probation Officers of the Eoston
Juvenile Court and Somerville District Court Juvenile Session,'
and Clerks oi the Soutn Eoston, Chelsea, and Roxburj Jisorict
Courts
.
The Massachusetts Society for the Prevention of Cruelty
to Cnilaren is a state-wide organization with nineteen strate-
gically located offices tnroughout the geographic area o± tire
State. Each of these offices maintains local filing systems
and the records of .the cases candled by them.^ This study,
3 Massachusetts Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Children Handbook, p. 20.
.
4however, is limited to those cases which were handled by the
boston and South Norfolk branches during the four years of
1941- 1944
.
To have included in the study all of the Districts
would have presented difficulties which might teve prevented
its completion. As many of these cases are still active with
trie Society, it would have necessitated traveling to all the
Districts to read the statistical yearly closings and tne
records. With the rationing of time and travel facilities,
this plan had lc be abandoned. The choice of a sample was
therefore decided upon.
Since the Boston Eranch handles approximately one-
tnird (l/3) of tne cases of the Society, it was clearly a
j.
necessary part of the sample. It was felt, nowever, that a
District Eranch should be included so as to combine any factors
present in a rural area which the Eoston area might not of
itself contain. This assured for the study the attitude of at
least three county Probate Courts, Suffolk, Middlesex and
Norfolk.
The closing statistical sheets of tne Eoston and South
Norfolk Branches for the years 1941 through 1944 were examined
and ail of the cases xnown to the Probate Court in which tne
Society made an appearance were analyzed for the study.
Before an analysis of the cases was begun a schedule
4 Massachusetts Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Children Handbook, p. 3C .
.,
.
,
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CHAPTER II
HISTORY OF THE PROTECTIVE MOVEMENT
A . English Background
•Nature has endowed the infant with great possibilities
for growth but. unless these possibilities are nurtured and
protected, the infant would be exposed to the mercies of tne
elements. To insure tnis protection nature has instilled in
parents the love for the infant and the need to nurture and
protect it. I do not think we need here elaborate on the
debt our civilization owes to our Mothers. It remained for
the institute of marriage, however, to harness the interests
of the father for the protection of the child. Under the
system of so-caxled "unregulated mating", a man was never
assured of the legitimacy of a child, and felt himself under
no compulsion to protect arid supoort the offspring of another.
To secure for her child and herself the advantages of the man's
superior physical potentialities, the mother endeavored by her
conduct and action to assure the man of tne child's legitimacy.
Tnis piece of social evolution was undoubtedly the cornerstone
oi our civilization for from it evolved tne family unit and
the customs of marriage.
With the gradual acceptance of these marital customs,
the father began to assume the position of head of nis family.
From this position he was able to exercise the greatest dis-
cretion toward its safety. Necessity really dictated tnis
designation, but custom entrenched and perpetuated it. The
..
.
.
•
.
.
.
•
•
Common Law, as we know of it today, which came into use much
later, accepted this position of the father as a true
expression of the customs of the abes, and allowed him the
full and free use and enjoyment of hie child and its services.^
The Common Law, however recapitulated the need from which this
lofty position stemmed, and outlined the duty of the father
to protect and support tne child. This philosc .cal and
legal concept of parental rights predicated upon duty, is tne
plaw of our present day.
Since these rights are so closely tied up with the
duty, in fact are contingent upon tne satisfactory performance
of this duty, the failure of said performance is necessarily
a sufficient and proper cause for tne interference and even
abridgment of these rignts. It is obviously lo tne great
interest of tne State tnat the children be properly reared.
The children are the stuff out of which tne State is molded
and perpetuated. Therefore, where the parent is adequately
performing its duty toward the child, the State does not inter-
le rights of the parent in and toward the child.
Where, however, the parent fails in this duty, it becomes
incumbent upon the State to intercede for the best interest
of the child.-
1 Commonwealth v Briggs 15 Pick 203. (1370)
2 Lsrr;,' v Spark 306 Mass. CO. (1942)
3 Gen. Laws of Mass. (Ter Ed) Cusp. 273, Sec. I
•.
.
•
• t
The kind and degree of intercession, however, has not
always dealt generously with the test interest of the cnild
itself. The earliest available Statutes seeuied more concerned
with the protection of the public tax burden than with any
the for t rotection of the child. So that when it
became evident that a community might nave to support the
children of parents who through one reason or anotaer were
unable to support t.iem, laws were passed providing for the
right of the authorities to assume custody of these children
and bind then out to masters for apprenticeship.^ A child
so apprenticed, was one not in need of further public charity
for from then on, the child was the concern of the master.
What uses the master made of these children seemed again to
be the sole concern of the master. It was inevitable that
under such treatment the rights of the child would not only
be trampled upon, tut in many cases brutally abused. That
such abuses did exist, and actually persist into tre late 19th
century, is evident.-
4 43 Elizabeth Chap. 2. (lfCl) Gr. tritain
Statutes at Large, VII pp. 30-32.
5 Grace Abbott, The State -rh t,e Child
.
Chs pter
on British Apprenticeship and Child Labor.
'.
.
.
B. American C. iild Protective Movement
When the Colonists came to America, they brought the
system of binding out pauper children for apprenticeship with
them. The Colonists, however, expressed evidence of a greater
concern for the interests of the 'child, and within the frame
wo'rk of their statute of binding out pauper children, th^ pro-
vided some machinery for its protection, as can be seen by the
following Act
.
Selectmen or Overseers of poor in any town or district
with assent of two Justices of the Peace, shall set to
work or bind out apprentice, as they shall think con-
venient, all such children whose parents shall be unable
to maintain them so that they be not assessed to public
taxes or assessments.
And the Selectmen or Overseers to make provision to
be made for the instructing of children so bound out,
to read write as they may be capable. And the Select-
men or Overseers shall inquire into the usage of the
children so bound out by themselves or by their
predecessors, and endeavor to defend them from any
wrong or injuries.
The Colonists, however, recognized other dangers to
the child. Probably the first law ever passed which gave
evidence of a clear intent on the part of the legislators to
protect the child, was the following Act of 1641-2.
If any person shall willfully and unreasonably deny
any child timely or convenient marriage, or shall
exercise any unnatural severity toward them; such
children shall have liberty to complain to authority
for redress in such cases.
6 Laws of the Plymouth Bay-Revised 1692 Chap. 23 Bee.
7
Reaffirmed Gen. Laws of Mass. 1780 Chap. 64.
.*
,
. 1 '
.
.
.
.
•
Forasmuch as the good education of children is of
singular Behoof and Benefit to- any commonwealth, and
whereas many parents ahd masters are too indulgent
t
and negligent of their duty in that kind; it is
ordered that the Selectmen of every town in tne
several precents and quarters wherever they dwell,
shall have a vigilant eye over their Brethren and
neighbors, to see, First, that none of ‘them shall
suffer so much barbarism in any of their families,
as not to endeavor to teach, by themselves or others,
their children and apprentices, so much learning as
may enable them perfectly to read the English tongue,
and knowledge of the capital laws, upon penalty of
20 shillings tnereirt.
Also that all masters of families, do once a week(at
the least) catechise their children and servants in
the grounds and principles of Religion and if any be
unable to do so, that tuen at the least they procure
sucn children and apprentices, to learn some sort of
Orthodox Catechism without book, that they may be able
to answer unto the questions, that shall be propounded
to them, out of such catechism by their parents or mas
ters or any of the selectmen, when they snail call
them to a trial of what they have learned in this kind
And furtner that parents and masters do breed and
bring up their children and apprentices in some honest
lawful calling, labor or employment, either in hus-
bandry or some other trade, profitable for themselves
and the commonwealth, if they will not or cannot
train them up in learning to fit them for higher
employments
.
And if any of the selectmen; after admonition by them
given to such masters of families, snail find them
still negligent of their duty in tne particulars
aforementioned, whereby children and servants become
rude, stubborn and unruly; the said selectmen with
ohe aid oi two magistrates, or the next county court
for that Shire, shall take such children or apprentice
from them, and place them with some masters for years
(males to 21 years, females to IS) which will more
strictly look unto, and force them to submit unto
Government
,
according to the rules of this Order. 7
7 Laws of the Colony of New Plymouth-Collected out
of the Records of the General Court. Revised 1671.
.'
•
•
"
.
.
C . General Laws of Massachusetts for the benefit of the
Neglected Child
.
It is submitted that the great neglect act. of Massa-
chusetts of 1866^ enacted more, than two centuries later, may
have been different in its wording, but the intent and meaning
was the same as this law of 1641-2.
This act of 1866 has been modified from time to time
but is substantially the .neglect law of today. The Massachu- *
setts Neglect Act of today defines a child as being neglected
when , --
Any child under sixteen years of age witnin its
j urisdiction,
.
by reason of orphanage, or of the
neglect, crime, cruelty, insanity, or drunkenness
or other vice of its parents, is growing up without
education, or without salutary control, or without
proper physical care, or in circumstances exposing
him to lead an idle and dissolute life.
9
A comparison of this definition which v\as taken from
the Statute, and the Act of 1641-2 will reveal that in both
laws, the purpose of the legislators was to assure for the
child some education, some salutary control, and some physical-
care
,
so that the child should not grow up to be rude, stubborn
or otherwise lead an idle and dissolute life.
Thus we have seen that in this county, at any rate,
Legislative* expressed Child Protective Laws were actually i
existence as early as 1642. There was little evidence, how-
ever, to- warrant that the neglected child enjoyed any degree of
8 An Act Concerning the Care and Education of
Neglected Children. Acts of Mass. 1866
9 Gen. Laws of Mass. {Ter Ed) Chap. 119 Sec. 42.

protection. In fact it was not until sometime in 1874 when an
aroused and concerned private citizenry organized itself into
a potent and militant unit for the protection of children,
before the scepter of abuse and neglect was lifted from the
ueads of tnese tender innocent victims.
The classic story which precipitated the formation of
these private Child Protective Organizations, is worth repeat-
ing again. In 1:74, Mrs. Wheeler, a church worker in
City, one day ca,e across a tra ically bused twelve -ear old
(
iittle girl. Mrs. fheeler tried to find protection for it
through the media of all the then existing social agencies and
institutions, but to no avail. Finally in desperation,
. she
turned to the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals
and pleaded with them to protect the child on the ground that
the child was from a biological point of view, at least, just
as good as any other animal. Mr. Henry Bergh, the executive
director of tie Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to
Animals, undertook to protect the child on that basis.
No tetter words than those of the late Jacob Riis can
describe taat memorable court scene.
I was in a court room full of men with pale, stern
looses. I saw a chile - -it in, carried in a horse
blanket, at the sight of which men wept aloud. I
saw it laid at the feet of the judge, who turned nis
face away, and in the stillness of that court room
I heard a voice raised, claiming for that child tne
protect! on that men had denied it, in the name of tne
homeless cur on the streets. Ana I heard tne story
of little Mary Ellen told again, that stirred the
soul of a city and the conscience of a world that had
forgot ten. .. .Ana as I looked I knew I was where the
..
.
;
first chapter, of children's rights was written,
under the warrant of the d for the dog. J
It is perhaps a sad commentary that the organized
movement for the protection of cruelty to animals had preceded,
od had actually been operative, for approximately a half of
a century before any thought was even advanced for the need of
such an or i • for the protection of little human beings.
But it is fortunate that they did exist, for they not only
served as the means of salvation for poor little Mary Ellen,
but as an example and inspiration for the salvation of untold
h ..dreds of th a ids of other little Mary Ellens.
Immediately thereafter the first child protective
organization in the world was organized in New fork City. As
a direct outcome of the Mary Ellen case, Henry Bergh united
with other aroused citizens and organized the New York Society
for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children in 1874«
Four years later the Massachusetts Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Children was organized, April 23,
1878. It v „e second Child Protective Agency in the world.
10 Sidney H. Coleman, Humane Society Leader s in
America Chapter IV
11 Rosweel C. Mcflrea, The Hum : . . ... . .. : xr V.
12 Massachusetts Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Children Handbook, p. 14.
,.
. .
. | 9
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D. Massachusetts Society for the Prevention of Cruel., to
The Massachusetts Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Children was incorporated,
-for the purpose of awakening interest in the abuses
to which children are exposed by the intemperance,
cruelty, or cupidity of parents and guardians, and
to help the enforcement of existing laws on the
subject, procure needed legislation, and for
kindred work. ^3
From 1878 until 1910 the Society functioned largely
as an adjunct to the police force, by protecting children from
- h
pnysical cruelty and abuse, and by prosecuting the offenders."
Ey 1910, however, the Society had begun to think along radi-
cally more progressive lines in the field of child protection.
It was felt that the best way to protect the child was to ward
off the social dangers which expose the child to neglect and
abuse in the first place.
Its emphasis was shifted from tne mere apprehension
and punishment of offenders, to the scientific search for the
social causes that lead to the neglect of the child. These
social causes the Society undertook to treat, and toward that
end it mobilized and utilized all the available social resources
and skills. The Society became a. modern case work agency
13 Massachusetts Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Children Handbook, p. 7
14 id. p.16

cooperating with all the other social agencies in the com-
lg
raunity
.
-
-
Present Function
The Constitution of the Society as amended in April
of 1940 sets up the present objectives as,
Its objects are protection of childhood, the
building up of family life, and the improvement <
of community standards throughout the Commonwealth.
Its purposes are,
To prevent physical abuse and injury.
To prevent suffering by children from want of
proper physical and medical care.
To protect children from moral corruption.
To protect children from non-support and desertion
by their parents.
To provide suitable guardians for children of
unfit parents.
To prosecute offenders against children.
To use its knowledge and experience in shaping
legislation and organizing public opinion to the
end that child abuse and degradation may be
eliminated
.
To secure insofar as possible for every child
throughout the Commonwealth health, happiness*
education, and character denied it through cir-
cumstances, and the rehabilitation of the child's
own home to the point where it is a safe and
suitable place in which the child may be reared.
To save the home for the child.'
15 Dependent and Neglected Children, A Publication
of the White House Conference on Child and Health
Protection. Chapter-Correction and Prevention of
Neglected Children, p. 334.
16 Massachusetts Society for the Prevention of Cruelty
to Children Handbook, p. 3.
17 id. pge. 3-4.
..
.
'
,
.
The Society aims to achieve these protections and
advantages for the child inrough advice, persuasion, edu-
cation, ana through the utilisation of all available resources,
skills and techniques. Eut, if when for one reason or anotner
the protection of the child is not assured through these
approaches, the Society calls upon th great prestige and
power of the court, and through its utilisation, guarantees
18tne greatest protection for the child.*
Administration
The Massachusetts Society for tne Prevention of
Cruelty to Children is organized on a state-wide basis and
serves the entire geographic area of the State.
The State is divided into forty-two districts and
branches with local boards of directors. In
addition to the general offices at 43 Mount Vernon
Street, Boston, there are eighteen other district
offices, situated at strategic points throughout
the State, with one or more agents and an office
secretary
.
1
-
The executive staff consists of a G-eneral Secretary,
a Field Superintendent, a Financial Secretary, a
Supervisor of the Eo-ston District, and a Staff
_ lysiclan. u It has about forty-five agents through-
out the State all of whom are trained,-,and hired
through the central office in Eoston. ~
'
The Society also maintains a Children’s Home
accommodating thirty children at 476 Parker Street, Roxbury.
«
-
18 Massachusetts Society for the Prevention of Cruelty
to Children Handbook, p. 15
19 id. p. 8
20 id. p. 12
21 id. p. 12
—-
.
-
.
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Tills home provides a temporary shelter for those children
whose immediate removal is necessary because of extreme neglect
cr abuse, desertion, abandonment, or '.mere some other immedi-
ate problem is present for which plans or treatment* is being
22
considered.
Types of Problems
This Society is primarily concerned with children
under sixteen years who are suffering from cruelty,
abuse or neglect, or are living in a demoralizing
environment and where there is culpability on the
part of their parents or others legally responsible
for their care and custody. It also deals with
children whose personal rights are being violated
or threatened by anyone. The word cruelty, there-
fore, needs the broadest interpretation.
"
Stands.rds of „ i . 1 Protection
The protective service must seek to assure to every
child within its territory at least that minimum
of opportunity for normal growth and development
which the common opinion of the territory regards
as essential. In this effort, it must strive to
discover and eliminate all obstacles to such
development whether within the child or without
it
.
22 Massachusetts Society for the Prevention of Cruelty
to Children Handbook
. p. 13
23 id. p. 9
24 Standards for Cnild Protective Organizations,
2 * Welfare League of America, New York. p.-5
1937.
..
.
.
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CHAPTER III
THE PROBATE COURT
History /
With the gradual emergence of the strong family units
out of tne larger tribal or communal unit, the concept of
private property began to be more clearly defined. The impor-
tant property, of tnose days, was probably the tools of
production, and no doubt highly prized and cherished. In many
cases tneir possession might well have meant the difference
between life and death. To encourage the protection of this
new vulnerable unit, the family and the children within it,
there began to emerge from the concept of community ownership,
tne concept of private property ownership. Gradually this
concept came to assume a distinct legal shape and form, and was
zealously buttressed by the remedies of the Common Law..
The next, and inevitable, step was the right of the
family to succeed to this private property at tne death of its
head, the father, in whom vested all le cal rights to the
property. It is submitted that this right was the result of
two' reasonings. First, tne idea of permanence which is of
course the most essential feature of private ownership, and
secondly, the realization of the need for protection of what
remained of the family unit, now that its greatest source of
1 Thomas E. Atkinson, Handbook of tne Law of Wills and
Descent and Distribution, Chapter 1, Section 3.
2 id. Section 5.
..
.
*
protection, the father, . as pone.
As the economic systems of barter became more complex,
ana as metnode of excnange of credit relationships began to
evolve, evidence began to accumulate which revealed that there
were great injustices, both to the family and to creditors of
,
debts or obligations after a person’s death. The Common Law
is a dail dj 2 rocees, but its crystallization is wrapped*
up in such tedious ages, that often times it trails far behind
an established need for a remedy.
How many centuries it tooK this problem to resolve
4>tsel*f is not known, but at some time, the church in its
desire to .ropa at the spirit of cnarity, and encoura. 3
people to leave so...e of aieir property for the use of bne
church and other pious and charitable purposes, engrafted it-
self upon the law, not as a part of t..e Common Lav;, but as an
embryonic co-partner to it. So that even before the time of
William the Conqueror v;e find the Bishop sitting side by side
with the Earl in the dispensation of Justice. The Bisnop held
a spiritual or ecclesiastic court, as it was called, wnile tne
Earl ..resided over the law of the land, the Common Law. These
Ecclesiastical Courts were permitted the distribution of an
estate so as to make s ire to distribute •
.
..
.
.
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only method of enforcement, however, was through excommuni-
cation.
When the Colonists came over to America they did not
bring over wit lem the Ecclesiastical Courts. In Massachu-
setts the Governor of the Colony had the exclusive power in
the settlement of all estates, and retained that .power unto
himself, tnrougn his appointed judges, until 1734. In 1730
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts adopted and ratified its
Constitution. The Constitution vested in the General Assembly
or Court, to create any and all legal tribunals.
In 1734 The General Court established the Probate
Court. At that time its jurisdiction was for the settlement
5
of estates.
In 1851 the Probate Court was -given jurisdiction over-
the adoption of children.
In 1853. the Probate Court was given jurisdiction over
7
the appointment of guardians of minors,
*
In 1862 the Probate Court was made a court of record.
3 Guy iSewhall - Settlement of Estates , p. 31
4 William T. Javis, Eencn and Ear or the Comm : -itm
of Massachusetts
, p. 324
5 id. p. 33
3 Gen, Laws, Chapter 2C8, Section 1
7 id. p. 33
3 id. p. 33

In 1391 the Probate Court was made a court of general
and superior jurisdiction.-'
In 1922 the Probate Court was given original ana con-
current jurisdiction over all divorces."
Today G-L (Ter.Sd) Chap. 215 sec. 3, reads as follows,
Probate Courts shall have jurisdiction of probate
of wills, of ^ranting administration on tne estates
of persons who at tne time of tneir decease were
inhabitants of or residents in tneir respective
counties and of persons who die out of the common-
wealth leaving estate to be administered within
their respective counties; of the appointment of
guardians and conservators; of all matters relative
to the estates of such deceased persons and wards;
of petitions for the adoption of children and for
change of names; of libels for divorce or for
affirming or annulling marriage brought in the
prolat.e court; and of such other matters as have
been or may be placed within their jurisdiction.
Types of Cases
Divorce <& Custody
Since this thesis is concerned with the relationship
tetween a child protective agency and the probate court, a
discussion of tne types of cases handled by the probate court
in which children are involved, will now be entertained.
In most. divorce actions there are involved children
over whom questions of custody always arise. It would therefore
seem interesting to know a little about divorces and tne rights
of the parents to the custody of the children.
9 Guy Newhall - Settlement of Estates , p. 33
10 Statutes of 1922, Chapter 54-2, Section 3-
t
,
-
'
.
.
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A full history of our early law of divorce is nowhere
to be found, nor probably are the. materials for such a history
readily accessible. The Common Law made no provision for
divorce. Nor was the church anxious to encourage divorce.
However wnen divorce became n ore often countenanced, the
11
Ecclesiastical' Courts were forced to extend the remedy. In
this country since there is no tribunal which had tne juris-
diction of the ecclesiastical courts, our courts have juris-
diction to decree divorces only wnen authority has been
expressly conferred by statute.
Since the time of the province charter, however, it is
in that by St. 4 W & M, it was enacted that all contro-
versies of marriage and divorce should le heard and determined
>vernor and Council. ^ The . usetts Constitution
confirmed this. - ” In 1375 the Supreme Judicial Court was riven
j urisdict ion. L -
In 1337 exclusive and original jurisdiction was trans-
ferred to the Superior Court. ° In 1922 the Probate Court was
given concurrent and original jurisdiction with the Superior
11 Joseph Cummings - Marriage and Divorce, Laws
of Massachusetts.
12 Robbins v Robbins 140 Massachusetts 523.
If Anc . Chart. 243 Province Laws C. 12, Sec. 5 (16.92)
14 C. 3., Art. 5
15 St. 1375 Ch. 69, Sec. 7
16 St. 1337, Ch. 332

Court of all libels for divorce and petitions for affirming or
17
annulling marriage.
a. L. (Ter. Ed) Chap. 203, Sec. 1, states,
A divorce from the bonds of matrimony may be decreed
for adultery, impotency, utter desertion continued
for three consecutive years next prior to the filing
of the libel, gross and confirmed habits of intoxi-
cation caused by voluntary and excessive use of
intoxicating liquor, opium or other drugs, cruel
and abusive treatment or, on the libel of the wife,
if the husband being of sufficient ability, grossly
or -wantonly and cruelly refuses or neglects to
provide suitable maintenance for her.
The Probate Court also has the authority to hear and
decree upon petitions for separate support and custody and the
right to live apart from one's marital partner for justifiable
cause. The parties remain married but have the right to live
apart without any restraint from the aggrieving party."
The grounds for such justifiable separation are the-
same as outlined in the rights for a divorce, tut do not nave
tote of tne same degree or intensity. As was stated in
Murray v Murray, 255 Mass. 19, ’’misconduct, not amounting to
such cruel and abusive treatment as under C. 203, Sec. 1, is
required to entitle a wife to a divorce, might justify her in
living apart from him and enable her to maintain a petition for
separate maintenance under this section.’’
In all petitions for divorce or separate maintenance,*
the quest-ion as to who should, get the custody of the minor
children comes directly within the jurisdiction of the Probate
17 St. 1922, Ch. 5^2, Sec. 3
18 G-.L. (Ter. Ed) Chap. 209, Sec. 32
f • •
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Court. In this respect it may be well to rote the tendency
of the court in modern times. At Common Law the father was
entitled to the custody of the minor child, and could even ta^ce
I on
a baby away from its mother." Modern Statutes make the rights
of the parents equal, ivirig the court the power to make such
order as seems best for the welfare of the child. In other
I
words the court has complete control over the person of a minor,
and his welfare, rather than the rights of the parents, is the
cnief consideration.--^ Curiously enougn, tne result of the
Statutes making the rights equal has been the practical
adoption of a rule by the court, as between father and mother,
always to give the custody of the child to the mother, unless
she is absolutely unfit, regardless of the fitness of the
father.^ *
If one of the parties dies, however, tne divorce decree
ceases to be of any effect as to the child, and the natural
right of the surviving parent to custody becomes effective
2
"
3
>
again. Then too, during the life time of both parties, the
aggrieved party may bring a petition for a modification of a
19
G.L. (Ter. 2d) Chap. 20S, Sec. 16, 25, 31.
20
Commonwealth v Eriggs 16 Pick 203.
21
G-.'L. (Ter.Ed)ChapB. 208, Sec. 31, Chap. 209, Sec. 32,34, 37.
22
Haskell v Haskell 152 Mass. 16.
23
Stone v Duffy 219 Mass. 178.

decree of custody, and show cause as to why said decree should
he modified. Such a petition may be brought at any time and
as many times as it may appear necessary to safeguard the
interests of the child.
^
Guardianship
In proceedin s of guardianships, G-. L. (Ter .Ed ) Chap..
201, Sec. 1, states.
The Probate Court may, if it appears necessary or
convenient, appoint guardians of minors, insane
persons and spendthrifts and conservators of the
property of persons by reason of advanced age or
mental weakness unable to properly care for their
property who are inhabitants of or residents in
the county or who reside out of the Commonwealth
and have estates within the county.
The first point to be noted in connection with the
appointment of a guardian for a minor is that the guardianship
is of the minor's estate, and not necessarily of his person
25
unless it is specifically given to him by the court. " Tne
result is that a stranger may serve as guardian without dis-
turbing the natural custody of the parents.^
For the court to take custody away from the parents on
guardianship proceedings, it must find them unfit. It is not
a case merely of the welfare of the child, as in divorce or
petitions to live apart for justifiable cause, there must be a
24 De Ferrari v De Ferrari 220 Mass. 3o. (1910)
25 Harding v Brown 227 Mass. 77, G.L. (Ter. Ed) C. 201,
Sec
. 5
26 Chamber's Case 221 Mass. 178. (1910)

finding of unfitness of the parents. 2 "^ There is in Massa-
chusetts no statutory definition of the word unfit. The word
usually although not necessarily implies something of moral
delinquency. In general tne word means unsuitable,
23incompetent, or not adapted for a particular use or service.
The parents however may give their written consent to
the court’s order to award the custody of the child to the
guardian, or if one is found by the court to be unfit, the
other may .ive his or her written consent to the order. "
Adoption
G.L. (Ter.Ed) Snap. 210, Sec. 1, states,
A person of full age may petition the probate court
in the county where he resides for leave to adopt
as his child another :erson younger than himself,
unless such other person is his or her wife or
husband, or brother, sister, uncle or aunt, of the
whole or half blood. If the petitioner has a
husband or wife living, competent to join in the
petition, such husband or wife snail join therein,
and upon adoption the child shall in law be the
child of both.
If a child is over 14 years of age, that child's
written consent must be obtained and filed with the court
before a decree for such adoption shall be made. If a child
is under 14 years of age,
notice shall be L iven to the Department of Public
27 Richards v Forrest 273 Mass. 547 (1930)
23 Richards v Forrest 273 Mass. 547 (1930)
29 G. L. (Ter. Ed) Chap. 201, Sec. 5
30 Gen. Lews (Ter .Ed ) Chap. 210, Sec. 2
.,
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Welfare which shall make appropriate inquiry to
determine the condition and antecedents of the
child for the purpose of ascertaining whether he
is a proper subject for adoption, and to determine
whether the petitioners and their home are suitable
for proper rearing of the child, due regard being
given the race, religion of tne child and of the
petitioners. This section shall not apply in
the case of a petition for adoption presented,
sponsored or recommended by any charitable
corporation organized under general or special
laws of the commonwealth for the purpose of
engaging in the care of children and principally
so engaged. bl
Committment of Feebleminded
The Probate Court has no jurisdiction over the
committment of feebleminded children to State Schools.^ The
Judge of Probate, nowever, is _iven express and specific
jurisdiction and authority to adjudicate feebleminded
cnildren, and to commit them to appropriate State Institutions
for tne Feebleminded.-5 -5 In this respect the judge sits on
these cases, not as a Judge of Probate but as a committing
judge.
DIFFERENCE
Probate vs. Juvenile Court
It seems interesting to note that the Probate Court
and the Juvenile Court were both really derivatives of the
old Ecclesiastical Courts. As has been indicated before, tne
Common Law was rigid, slow moving and impervious to change*
31 G.L. (Ter. Ed) Chap. 21C, Sec. 5A
32 G.L. (Ter. Ed) Chap. 215, Sec. 3
33 G.L. (Ter. Ed) Chap. 123, Sec. 66
-.
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It had certain well-defined remedies for specific situations,
and no more. If other situations arose for whicn in all
justice and equity there should have been a remedy, the
Common Law simply refused to be moved. Eut if the Common Law
refused to be influenced by the social changes that were
I
taking place in the hearts and minds of men, man himself
refused to be cowed by tne imperturbability of the Common Law.
Man went directly to the King himself for redress. Since the
King himself could do no wrong, any review which ne chose to
entertain would of course be right and just, even though it
may not nave been in conformity with the rigidity of the
Common Law. He did not, however, disrupt the Common Law, he.
just gave special relief in a particular case because it had
certain merit or equities which in all good conscience should
have teen relieved. Thus sprang up the practice of appealing
certain justifiable cases, to which the Common Law would do
no justice, directly to the conscience of tne King. Since the
King could not possibly listen to all of these cases himself,
it became necessary for him to appoint someone who would be
the keeper of the King’s conscience. This job naturally fell
to the Office of the Bishop, since the church was the guide of
all men's conscience. That was the origin of tne Ecclesi-
astical Court. The Juvenile Court, however, is a recent appeal
to the conscience of the King, or his descendant', the General
Court, to give special relief in a situation which for a long
time was badly in need for special relief.
-.
.
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Under the Common Law when a child committed a crime
against the King, it was punished with the same degree of
intensity as was an adult. So that when a little girl
purloined a piece of tright ribbon, she was punished by tne
gallows
.
The degree of punishment of all crimes has greatly
changed since then, but it ..as not until the beginning of
the Twentieth Century that a difference was finally made
between the adult and juvenile offender. The pressure of
enlightenment had been aggressive, and had finally succeeded
in battering down the wall of precedent. In 1900 Cook County,
Illinois, established the first Juvenile Court. Massachusetts
in 1906 set up its Juvenile Court.
The revised edition of 1941 of "the Juvenile in the
District Court" prepared and issued by the Administrative
Committee of the District Courts, of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts, states,
The provisions of our statute law found in General
Laws, ©hap. 119 Sec. 52 to 33 inclusive, are the
result of a slow maturing of tne idea that juveniles
and juvenile offenders coming before the courts
should be entirely removed from the regular or adult
court and that standard criminal procedure should
give way to informal and parental procedure.
Ey legislative act it is necessary and obligatory
that in each of our district courts there be set
up a special department or session for consideration
of juvenile cases. The word "shall" in section 5
of said chapter 119 makes it mandatory that
separate session wholly apart from the other
business of the court be established. This is net
a matter of choice or preference on the part of
the Presiding Justice. It is equally important
.V. I
•
•
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that our thought and methods should be as far
removed as is practical from those of the regular
criminal court. So far as possible the procedure
in children’s cases should be socialized and legal
foraialities eliminated. It nas been well said that
socialization of the Juvenile Court procedure depends
on the clear, firm grasp of the principles of equity.
The Court is one of guardianship, not a penal court.
Nothing that the child says can incriminate aim in
the court because the object of the court is his
welfare. In adopting this broader practice courts
should have regard to the popular sense of justice
even when it is not supported by established princi-
ples of constitutional law.
At all times it is the need of the child which is
important. Therefore strict adherence to legal forms
and technicalities of procedure have no place in the
Juvenile Court hearings. h4
Both courts have express statutory jurisdiction over
the child, the Probate Court up to twenty-one years of age
,
the Juvenile Court up to seventeen years. c Both have the power
to award the custody of the child but only in specific situ-
ations. The Probate Court can award the custody whenever there
has been a divorce, separate maintenance or where either action
is pending. Where a petition for guardianship is involved the
Probate Court only has the right to decide on the question of
custody when the parents are unfit.^-' The Juvenile Court has the
34 The Juvenile in one District Court .Prepared and
Issued by the Administrative Committee of the
District Courts of the Commonwealth of Mass. (1941)
35 Bardwell vs. Purrington 107 Mass. 419 (1882)
36 Gr.L. (Ter.md) Chap. 119, Sec. 52.
37 De Ferrari vs. De Ferrari 220 Mass, 33 (1911)
38 Richards vs. Forrest 278 Mas.s, 547 (1930)

power to make an award of 'custody but only where the child has
39been found to be neglected.''
There are, however, certain definite services rendered
to the child by each, court, which are strictly within the
peculiar jurisdiction of each court. The Probate Court has the
sole power over adoptions, the appointing of guardians and the
discussion as to which parent a child shall live with if there
40is a legal marital controversy between the parents. The
Juvenile Court is set up, however, with the aim of rehabili-
tating inadequate or broken nomes. Through the office of its
probation officer, the Juvenile Court embarks upon a program
of treatment, utilizing all of the resources of tne community . ~ -
The Probate Court has no probation officer, nor is its specific
function the rehabilitation of the home. It may, however, call
upon the services of an agency such as the Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Children or any attorney to make an
investigation for it in divorce cases.
The Juvenile Court can put a delinquent and wayward
child on probation, and if that does not work out the court can
4?
commit him to a training school. The Probate C.ourt on the .
43
other hand has absolutely no power to punish for crimes..-' It
39 Commonwealth vs. Dee 222 Mass. 134 (1912)
40 De Ferrari vs. De Ferrari, supra.
41 G.L. (Ter. Ed) Chap. 119, Sec. 57,59.
42 G.L. (Ter. Ed) Chap. 119, Sec. 64,66.
43 G.L. (Ter. Ed) Chap. 215, Sec. 15.

32
can, however, order a father to support his family and hold him
44
in contempt of court if ne refuses.
The Juvenile Court has authority to punish the parents
for neglecting their children, either through a term in prison
or by a fine.^ The Juvenile Court also has the authority to
45
commit a neglected child to the Department of Public Welfare.
"
44 Gr. L. . (Ter .Ed ) Chap. 215, Sec. 15.
45 Cx. L. (Ter. Ed) Chap. 273, Sec. 1.
46 Gr. L.
.
(Ter. Ed ) Chap. 119, Sec. 44.

part ii
The Fifty-Six Cases Studied
CHAPTER IV
Statistical Survey of Cases Studied
1. Factors
The Society is a child protective agency, and as such,
its primary function is of course the protection of the child.
This protection is given to the child in a number of ways.
Sometimes the child is protected by punishing the offender, by
undertaking treatment of the family through intensive case
worx, by removing the child from the home and placing it in a
suitable foster home, by offering the child physical, educa-
tional or emotional correctives which his parents were unable
to give him, etc. But, in each case there must be some reasons
or elements of neglect in the case which fall into that class
with which the Society is primarily concerned. Otherwise the
Society would have no cause for becoming involved. These
elements are designated by the agents of the Society, in their
monthly closing sheets, as factors.
Factors naturally vary with each individual case, and
of course, many cases contain more than one factor. Certain
factors however seem to predominate in all of the cases. . For
example, during the four year period under observation, the
factors of physical neglect and intemperance seem to occur more
frequently than the other factors. These same two factors
predominate in the fifty-six cases of this study.
'.
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* The following* chart will Indicate the factors as
they occurred in trie fifty-six cases.
Table I
The elements and factors and the times
they occurred in t.*e neglect of the children
in the fifty- six cases as stated by the
Massachusetts Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Children
Order of Elements and Times Per
Frequency Factors Occurring Cent
1 Physical Neglect 38 67.9
2 Intemperance 31 55.
3 Moral Neglect 23 50.0
4 n of Parents 24 42.9
5 Medical lie gleet 22 3 >.3
6 Non Support 15 26.8
7 Physical Cruelty 14 25.0
OO Delinquency 13 23.2
9 Divorce 12 20.4
10 Desertion 11 19.6
11 Subordinate Illegitimacy 11 19.6
12 Semi Orphanage 10 17.3
13 Primary Illegitimacy 6 10.1
14 Insanity 5 8.9
15 Full Orphanage 4 7.3
16 Feebleminded 3 5.4
17 Unnatural Acts 2 3 . -
18 Carnal Knowledge 2 3.6
19 Indecent Assault 1 1.8
20 Forced Marriage 0 0

A comparison of the factors present in the fifty- six
cases with those which were active in the total case load of
31324 carried during the four-year period by the Society,
reveals that the • same factors strongly predominate in both
'groups. For example, in both groups, physical ne c lect, intem-
perance, medical and moral neglect, and nonsupport feature very
prominent ly
.
This would seem to indicate firstly, that the fifty.-
six cases are representative of the bulk of the cases carried
by the Society, and secondly, that no inferences can be drawn
from the factors alone as to why the services of the Society
and the Probate Court were combined for the protection of the
child.
It is also interesting that the economic status of tne
families has no vital bearing on any conclusions that may be
reached on the study. Approximately one-third of the families
belonged to the so-called economically independent class, one-
third to the marginal class and one-third to the dependent class,
The percentage belonging to the independent class is, however,
mucn higher in the study group than in the total case load. It
is interesting to note also that in a thesis study conducted in
1939 on the Society's utilization of the services of the Judge
Eaker Clinic 1
,
more than a majority of the cases of that study
1 Warren Braucher, A Thesis, Study of Massachusetts
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty zo Children
Referrals to the Judge Eaker G-uids: ce Center .
--
-
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were in the economically independent class. In that study it
was felt that in the cases representing the economically
independent class, the primary problem was with one or both of
the parents. In. other words it was a question of parental
personality. In the study of the present fifty-six cases, the
same observation seems obvious. In fact, in forty-three per
cent of the cases, the primary difficulty is with the personal-
ity of one or both of the parents,
2. Referrals to the Society
Since these cases were referred to the Society in order
t
to secure some protection for the children, it would be of some
interest to know how long any one case was known to the Society
and what other services it gave’ to the family before bringing
the case to the Probate Gourt. In this' connection it should
be noted that the Society actually brought only eighteen of the
fifty-six cases to the Probate Gourt. The other thirty-eight
cases were brought to Probate by some one other than the
Society, and the Society was either called in by the Gourt it-
self, by one of the parties, another agency, or else it entered
its own appearance for the protection of the child. These
eighteen cases were known to the Society from a period of five
months to over ten years. Probate action however was not
always felt necessary, and in the majority of these cases
intensive case work was undertaken in an endeavor to rehabili-
tate the family. Then again, many of these families were
referred for services to other agencies, and six were brought
to the Juvenile Gourt for adjudication of neglect.
..
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In the 1939 Study of Referrals to the Judge Baker,
the Society had known the families anywhere from less than a
week to seventeen years. With those families too, case work
treatment was undertaken, and no referrals were made to the
Judge Baker until some crisis developed at home, until the
child got into some difficulty in school or until the Society
felt it had enough evidence to bring a neglect complaint. 2
In the fifty-six cases studied there were a total
o.f 169 distinct services rendered to the families by the
private and public agencies. These services were exclusive
of those rendered by the Society or the Probate Court..
\
2 Warren Braucher, A Thesis, Study of Kassacnusetts
Society for tne rro-vention of Cruelty o J.+l-d.
-
n
Referrals L u . ^
.
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Tat le II
The. types. of tne agencies, public
and private, and the amount of times
tney rave services in the fifty- six
.
.
cases.
Order of
Frequenc
Hame of Agency
y
Times Occurring
in tne 56 cases
Cer Cent
in 56 cases
1 District Courts 23 50.0
2 Police Departments 25 44.6
3 Hospitals 18 32.3
4 Public Welfare 12 21.6
5 School Department 11 19.6
-Family Society 3 14.2
7 Catholic Charities 3' 14.2
8 Legal Aid 7 12,5
9 Probation Offices 7 12.5
10 Truant Officers 5 - 3.1
11 CoS. 06 Ho Sp~i- ts 1 s 5 3-. 3
12 Clergy 5 3.3
13 Aid to Dependent Cnildren c 3.3
14 Judge Eaker Guidance Center
15 Children's Mission to Children
16 Division of Child Guardianship
17 Cambr idge-Somervi lie Youth Study
IS Eoston Health Unit
19 Little Wanderers
20 Orchard Home School
21 Superior Court
22 Roxbury Community 'ealth
23 Veterans Administration
24 Soldiers Relief
25 Prenaergast Preventorium
26 Home for Destitute Catnolic Children
2?. Department of Mental Hygiene
4
4
3
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
7.1
5.4
-
.
.
.
.
1.3
1.3
The referrals of the fifty-six cases to tne Society
were generally through the same sources as were the referrals
of Bntire case load during, the four year period. In other-'
words the percentages of referrals from the same sources were
generally about the same.
.
3 *
Table III
Source of Referral to Massachusetts Society
for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children of
cases studied
Order of
Frequency
Source of
Ref jrrL 1
Time s
Occurring
Per
Cent
1 General Public 10 .COH
2 Anonymous 6 10.
3 Other Agenc ie s 10.
4 The father 5 9.
5 The mo the r 5 9.
6 Re lati ves 5 9.
7 Police 5 9.
3 Probate Court 4 8.
9 Truant Officer 3 6.
10 School Hurse 2 4.
11 School Department 2 4.
12 Probation Officer 2 4.
However, the referrals from the members of the
families themselves were more than twice as much in tne fifty-
six cases than they 'were in the entire case load. Would this
seem to indicate that the immediate members of the' families
took a more active interest in the children than is evidenced
in the total case load? Probably because tne members of ti£
families played a prominent and active role in tne planning
and follow through of the cases.
In 39.6 per cent of the cases studied, the parents
were not living together. This is a significant fact since
..
.
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in only 15.6 per cent of the entire case load of the four year-
period did this problem arise. Of course where the parents are
so incompatible as to necessitate separations, the legal
custody of the children would be questioned and require Probate
adjudication. The separations in these cases, however, were
not all due to incompatibility. In only 54 per cent of these
cases did the separations occur because of the vice or infi-
delity of one or both of tne parents. In the remaining cases
the parents were not living together because of the prolonged
sickness of one of the parents or because the father was in
the service. In four cases the father had died and in four
cases the mother was deceased, in five other cases the children
were illegitimate.
Undoubtedly these broken and inadequate homes crystal-
lised the need for Probate action. However it should be noted
that although there were a total of 105 children in the fifty-
six cases, only 101 appeared before the Probate Court. The
four children were helped through the services of other agencies
so that no Probate action was necessary. These four children
were from the eighteen cases which the Society brought to the
Probate Court. And, in those cases intensive case work had
seen undertaken. The four children were committed to the
Division of Child Guardianship, State Department of Public
'.'elfare
.
In the four year period of 1941 through 1944 there
were a total of 25,530 children served by the Boston and South
Norfolk Districts of the Society. There were a total of 7763
.-
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Offamilies served during the same period by the.se districts,
these 7768 families, only 3123 required some kind of court
action during this period. In this latter group tnere was a
total of 7059 children.- Since the 101 children studied in
the fifty-six cases came from this group of 7059 children, it
is interesting to note that only 1.43 per cent of the total
children requiring some kind of court services, came before
tne Probate Court. At the same time only 1.3 per cent of the
total families needing court action, appeared before the
Probate Court. At the same time only 1.3 per cent of the •
total families needing court action, appeared before the
Probate Court. Only 0.39 per cent of tne total number of
children served, however, appeared before the Probate Court.
p Massachusetts Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Children Case Pork Statistics for
the individual years of 1941, 1942, 1943, 1944.
*.
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This
chart
will
show
a
comparison
of
the
total
number
of
children
and
families
for
the
individual
years
of
1941,
1942,
1943,
1944,
and
compared
with
the
total
number
of
children
and
cases
studied
in
the
fifty-six
cases
for
the
same
years.
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CHAPTER V
The Probate Court as a Community Resource
With the resources of the Juvenile and Criminal Courts
at the disposal of the Society, one may wonder why these cases
were brought to the Probate Court at all. In other words,
what community function did tnis Court perform, wnich could not
have been as advantageously performed by the other courts or by
the existing nealth and welfare agencies? Secondly, is tne
Society making the fullest and best use of this Court?
Since the Society is a iodern case work age.icxy, the
answer to the above questions, it would seem, should reveal a
specific use of this Court, which use might be employed to
advantage by S.ildren's Agencies.
This study as has been said before is interested in
determining the degree and the circumstances under which the
Society has utilized the Probate Court. Therefore it is
necessary to examine the fifty- six cases to see how many of
these were actually brought by the Society itself. This
examination reveals tnat only eighteen of the cases were
brought to the Probate Court by tne Society. The otner thirty-
eight cases were brought by other individuals or agencies, and
the Society was called in either by one of the parties, request
of the Court, or the Society entered its own appearance to
safeguard the interest of the child.
..
-
.
.
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The following charts will indicate which
Agency or person brought the cases to the
Probate Court and how the Society became
related
.
Table V
Who brougat Cases to Probate
Crder of
Freq uencv
Who Brought Times
Petition to Court Occurring
Per
Cent
i Father 19 33
.
2 ?vt c p ^ n* * • • -j « IS 32.
3 Mother 8 14.
4 Relative 7 12.
5 Other Private Agency 3 5 .
Parent Substitute 2 4
.
Table VI
.'no Called the Society after Probate
Action was Commenced
Fret, uencv
V/ho called Society
into Probate Court Occurring
Per
i Father 15 38.
2 Probate Court 12 31.
3 M.S.P.C.C. entered
its own appearance
4 10.
* Other Private Agency 3 8 .
5 Mother 2 5.
6 Relative 2 5.
7 Parent Substitute 1 3.
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It would seem, therefore, that any evaluation of the
advantages of the Prolate Court to e case work agency working-
v. ith children would have to be based upon the study of these
eighteen cases.
The other thirty-eight cases will be examined at a
further point.
The resources of the Probate Court are fixed and pre-
determined, as are those of any other agency having a fixed
function in the community. This study, however, is not con-
cerned with the functions of this Court as such. It is
concerned as to how and in what sort of cases the Society was
able to utilize this function to an advantage, so that some
evaluation can be made which might be of some value to the
Society in its future case work planning.
It would seem that these eighteen cases can, for the
purposes of discussion, be divided into the following four
groups: first, those cases which the Society brought to the
Prolate Court for a specific service which no other court or
agency was equipped to render; second, those cases which the
Society would have preferred to bring to the Juvenile or
Criminal Courts, tut it was not able to marshal'* the required
legal evidence before such courts, although such evidence was
in existence; third, those cases which were first brought to
the Juvenile or Criminal Courts but later had to be brought
to tne Probate Court; fourth, those cases which the Society
brought to the Probate Court directly, although it possessed
-.
.
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the required legal evidence to have brought such cases to the
other courts.
1 ,ese groups will nov. be analyzed to determine what,
if any, evaluation can be arrived at.
In tne first group, namely those cases which were
brought to Probate for a specific remedy which no other court
or agency was equipped to render, it must be remembered that
this Court does have a specific function. It has original
and exclusive Jurisdiction in ail cases of adoptions, appoint-
ments of guardianships over minors, etc. Hence, all cases
presenting such a primary problem must of necessity be brougnt
before this Court.
There were two cases of adoptions in which tne
Society undertook to represent tne petitioners. In both cases
the children were illegitimate, and in both tne Society had
been active for some time. After a thorough investigation In
each case, tne Society filed petitions for adoption in behalf
of tne respective adopting parents.
Since such cases are common to ot..er case vvorx
agencies working with children, it would seem that they too
can make use of the Probate Court in the same connection,
that respect it should be pointed out that t.ie Statute con-
cerning adoptions specifically provided tnat agencies working
with children shall have authority to represent petitioners
for adoptions. 1
1 Gen Laws (Ter Ed) Chap. 210, Sec. 5A
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The second group of cases presented a more complicated
set of factors. In these cases the Probate Court seemed the
only avenue through which the protection of the children
could be obtained. The children were badly neglected and the
family usually beyond rehabilitation. The Society, however,
was unable to marshall the necessary evidence of neglect
before the Juvenile or Criminal Courts to enable it to utilize
their authority. If the Society were able to present tne
required evidence before such courts, tae cases may not have
reached the Probate Court. There were four such cases, and in
each a parent, close relatives, or even the children possessed
the required evidence of neglect, but they were extremely
reluctant to associate themselves with any criminal proceed-
ings which might result in legal punishment to the neglecting
parent. They were, however, sincerely interested in the
welfare of the children and were, therefore, very- anxious wo
be of assistance with any otner plan that would achieve the
necessary protection for the children. In this connection the
Probate Court not only offered the only method of
.
protection
available, but also one which seemed very attractive to all
concerned, since ‘it contained no threat of criminal puni-ehment
for the offender.
The following case is typical and illustrates tne
degree of reluctance of one of the parents, and even the child
itself, to testify against the offender in a criminal pro-
ceeding. The situation, however, was so critical that si;e was
.'
•
,
. ious to enter into' some other plan to protect the child.
Case 1. The father had died ana left trie mother
and two young girls of seven and ten years of age.
After a short while the mother had remarried and
the stepfather adopted both girls. The step-
father was a heavy drinker, and while under trie
influence of liquor took sexual liberties with
the older girl. During one of his drunken
spells he actually abused her. The mother
brought the girl to the Society for shelter and
protection. At first the mother was willing to
testify against the stepfather in a criminal
complaint. At the trial, however, both the
mother and girl refused to testify against trie
stepfather and the complaint had to be dismissed.
Nevertheless, both mother and daughter feared a
repetition of this abuse, and were anxious that
some plan be wormed out. The girl had to be
removed from the home beyond the reach of the
stepfather. Trie stepfather, however, had
adopted the girl and was entitled to her custody..
It was necessary to petition, the Probate Coui’t
to appoint a guardian for the girl and to award
ier custody to the guardian. A maternal aunt,
who was interested in her and who was in a
position to give the girl a normal and happy
upbringing, was appointed guardian.
What now can be evaluated from this group of cases?
Does it mean that any other Children’s Agency whose function
is not that of punishing offenders can use the Probate Court
in a similar case situation? Well, it would seem, first, tnat
it is not always necessary to punish the offender to protect
the child-. Secondly, since the solution of this problem did
not consist of punishing and removing the dangerous and
neglecting parent to an institution through criminal court
action, but rather in the removal of the child to a place of
safety through civil probate action, any agency working with
children can make use of this Court in a similar case situatior
..
-
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The third group of cases are those which had been
adjudicated in the Juvenile or Criminal Courts, but had to be
brought to tne Probate Court at a later date, as has been
revealed in Chapter TV, the bulk of tne cases that were brought
to a court were brought to the Juvenile or Criminal Court, not
•the Probate Court. A comparison of the advantages to a case,
work agency working with children which the Probate Court may
have to offer on the, one hand, and the Criminal or Juvenile
Courts on the other, is not the purpose of tnis thesis,
although some of the differences have been pointed out in
Chapter III.
The fact was apparent, however, that a few of tne
cases that were brought to these courts initially uad to be
brought to the Probate Court at a iawer date. Does this mean
that the Agents who handled the cases were mistaken in their
planning or knowledge of the differences and value of tne se
courts? Not necessarily, since in two of tne six esses of this
group, the problem arose after successful criminal or juvenile
court adjudication. The other r . es of this group,
however, do present situations that might well Le studied to
determine whetner direct Probate action might not have been
more desirable from the point of of case work planning.
These four cases present a ratner unified pattern in
their factual situation. The following case re hts the
typical problem in all four.
•.
.
.
.
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^aee 2. After the father nad died, the motner,
with the help of the Department of Public
Welfare, Division of Aid to Dependent Children,
was able to set up the family in housekeeping.
For a time all seemed to jo well. Later/ now-
ever, the mother began to associate with men of
questionable character and reputation and to
entertain them in her home during all aours of
the night. In working with the family, the
agent learned of tae paternal grandparents who
were anxious to care for the children, and
seemed very capable of giving them a proper
rearing. The^agent, however, did not wish to
break up the family, it was, however, necessary
to bring immediate pressure to bear on the
motuer
,
since tae Division of Aid to Dependent
Children was threatening to discontinue* aiding
the family unless the Society was able to
improve the conditions. Accordingly, after
crying to work with the mother for some time
without any response from ner
,
the a eat brought
her in to tae Juvenile Court for neglecting the
children. The children were found neglected.
On the advice of the agent the mother was placed
on probation, the children were permitted to
return home with her and the agent was made
Surety for tne children. Conditions, however,
grew worse. The mother continued to drink
excessively ana to entertain men of low character
during the night. The children ' ly
neglected and the Division of Aid to Dependent
Children discontinued aiding tne family*. As a
result of this action tne mother deserted the
C-j.ij.dren entirely. The Society took the children
for emergency shelter to its Temporary Home and
then contacted the paternal grandparents. The
paternal grandparents were very anxious to take
the children and the Society brought the case to
- ie Pho ... te C o rt in c.ialf of these ra \d y rents.
They were appointed guardians- i iven permanent
custody of the children.
Can we say in this case, which is typical of the four,
that the agent should not have exposed the children to the
unnecessary dangers of continuing moral and physical ne lect,
cut should have had the grandparents appointed as guardians
immediately? Tills question cannot be answered arbitrarily one
..
'
'•
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way or the other. In the last analysis it depends upon the
agent's evaluation of the strong points in the mother and the
.
usefulness and availability of tne Probate Court in case
situations of t'nis sort. It is doubtful, however, as to
whether an agency, other than a Child Protective Agency, could
utilize tne court in these situations, because the question
of tne mother's unfitness has to be proven. A Child Protective
Agency stands in a more favorable position to secure this
necessary evidence than any other agency.
The fourth uroup of cases are tnose in which the
agents felt that he or she possessed, ana was able to marshall
I
all tne necessary, legal evidence before the Juvenile or
Criminal Courts to secure a finding of neglect or delinquency.
These cases, however, were brought directly to the Probate
Court. The agents concerned felt that the test interests of
tne children could be served more favorably if the stigma of
criminal punishment were avoided. Tnis group can be compared
to tne second group where the Society wanted to punish tne
offender, but the .ildren, relatives, or one of tne parents
did not wish it, although they were anxious to protect the
children. In some of the cases of this group one of the
parents actually wanted to punish the child through criminal
action. Tne agents, however, did not wish such action. There
were six cases in this group. In each of these cases tne
criminal punishment would have teen visited not upon' the
BOSTON UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF SOCIAL WORK
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parents tut directly upon the cnild. cor this reason the
agents felt that Probate action was indicated rather tnan
criminal action.
In all of the cases of this fourth group, young girls
were involved. The following case is typical and illustrates
the problems facing tne agents.
Gase 3. The parents separated by mutual consent,
tut the fifteen year old daughter remained with
the father. The father unfortunately was
incapable of properly supervising the girl.
She began to stay out during late hours of tne
nignt and was seen by the police frequenting at
questionable taverns. A seventy year old man
committed statutory cape with her and was
sentenced to jail. She, however, was permitted
to go home with her father and no charges were
made against her. The fatner tried to control
and supervise her, but she ran away because of
his alleged cruelty. When the girl was found
by the Police, she was turned over to the Society.
The girl could not be sent home to her fatner
and the mother wanted ner to be sent to a "reform
school". The agent possessed tne necessary
evidence but he did not feel it advisable to
. ,
contacted the Catholic Charitable Bureau, who
agreed to send the girl to one of its schools
provided a Priest was appointed her guardian.
The Society brought a petition of guardianship
in behalf of the Priest and the girl was
admitted to one of the Catholic schools. Tne
fatner gave his consent to the petition. The
mother was considered as unfit because of her
disinterest in the girl.
Was this an accurate and timely choice of community
resources? If it was, and it would seem so, no other resource
tut tne Probate Gourt could nave carried this plan through..
The Juvenile Court has no authority to award a permanent
custody of a juvenile to any one but the Division of Cnild
Guardiansnip. Can any other agency working with children
..
.
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make use of the Probate Court in a similar case situation?
It would seem so, since no special skill or assignment of
function such as the Society possesses, is necessary to carry
through this plan.
Can any evaluation be made at this time as to the
manner in which the Society utilized the Probate Court? On
the basis of the eighteen cases it would seem that the agents'
use of the Probate Court was not intended or predicated upon
some isolated need, but was rather a thoroughly integrated
part of the entire case work plan of treatment in the cases.
In this respect the Society utilized the Probate Court in the
same manner that it had utilized the Judge Baker Guidance
©enter as revealed in a recent thesis.
In that Study the Society was considering possible
placement for the children. It referred them to the Judge
Baker Guidance Center for help in determining the best type
of placement for them. The referrals were made as part of a
case work plan of treatment and in accordance with sound
principles of case work. The Guidance Center studied each
child and then made a recommendation, which recommendation was
followed in the choice of placement for the child. In the
same way the Society seemed to have formulated a plan of treat-
ment in these eighteen cases and then called upon the resources
2 Braucher, A Thesis, A Study of the Society for trie
Prevention of Cruelty to Children Referrals to tne
Judpe Eaker Guidance Center, Boston University
School of Social Work, 1941.
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of the Probate Court to help it carry through these
_ Ians.
Since the remaining thirty-eight cases were not
referred to the Probate Court by the Society, an. analysis of
these cases will reveal how other agencies and individuals
I
make use of the Society when they are planning Probate Court
action. It 'would seem so, and also, it would seem to indicate
the degree of effectiveness the Society has in its relation-
ships with the Probate Court.
In thirty-four of these cases the primary problem
arose out of the pending divorce or legal separation of the
parents. As has been indicated in Chapter III, questions of
.
In these cases wherever there are minor children involved, the
Probate Court has the authority to make an award of the
children to.eit_i.er one of the parents. By modern practice,
however, the children are usually awarded to the mother, unless
sne is deemed to be an unfit person. Accordingly, when it is
alleged that tne mother is unfit, the Court, in the presence
of conflicting evidence,
-may call upon someone to make an
investigation of the case situation and report back to the
Court. In twelve of the thirty-four cases the Probate Court
called upon the Society for this service. It is also interest-
ing to note that the court followed the recommer.dat ions of the
Society in every one of these cases.
The following case is typical of this group.
Case 4. in this case the young parents of a
year old baby quarrelled and the mother brought

a libel for divorce against her husband,
alleging cruel and abusive treatment and asking
for the custcdv of the baby. The court awarded
temporary custody of t me baby to the mother.
While the libel \ : s pending, the mother placed
the child in the maternal grandparents 1 home.
During one of his visits to this home, the
lather Te_t t lat the baby v as being neglected,
and took it to the home of the paternal
-rand-
mother. The mother immediately appeared before
the Probate Court demanding the return of the
child and the punishment of the father. At the
hearing there were loud protestations from both
sides about the welfare of the child. The Probate
wourt in its desire to serve the best interests
of the child, called the Society in to make a
thorough investigation of botn sides and report
l& ck. uefore the final hearing, however, the
parents were reconciled.
twenty-two of the cases the Society had been
active in trying uo rehabilitate the family and to safeguard
tae interests of the children. While the Society was v. orking
with the family, one of the parents brought a petition for
divorce or legal separation to tne Probate Court.
At this time it should be indicated that the Society
takes no active voluntary part in either aiding, recommending,
or otherwise counseling the marital partners to settle taeir
problems in the divorce courts.-' But, because the Society was
active in these cases, one of the parents summoned it to the
Prolate Court to testify to facts in its possession. This
evidence naturally testified to the fitness of one or tne
otner parent, the home, and the welfare of the children in
general. It is interesting to note that in every one of these
3 Policy of the Society as explained by the Boston
District Supervisor.

twenty- two cases, the Probate Court accepted the recommen-
dations of the Society. In the other six, however, one of the
parents brought either a petition to modify a prior decree or
else a libel for divorce. In these six cases the moving
parent summoned the Society to testify in his or her behalf.
The following case is typical of the cases in this
groin
.
Case 5. In this case the parents had separated
and the mother was awarded custody and support
for the children. Tne mother, however, began to
drink and also was immoral. The children were
very badly neglected. After attempting to work
with the mother, a complaint for neglect was taken
out against her. A complaint of adultery was
also filed against the mother at tne same time.
The mother was found guilty of both complaints and
sentenced to a year in the Reformatory for Women,
•vith tne help of the father and through the Church
Home Society, the Society was able to place the
children. Tne father paid for their i-oard. Later
the father brought a divorce complaint against the
mother and summoned the Society to testify in his
behalf. The father's divorce petition was granted
and he was given custody of the children.
In the four cases in which the Society entered its
appearance to protect the interest of the children, the Probate
Court followed the recommendation of the Society in tnree of
tne cases. In these cases the Society felt that the interests
of the children might be adversely affected if tney did not
have adequate representation before tne Court. Since it is
tne function and the duty of the Society to protect the cnild
and its interest wherever these may be threatened, it felt it
should take this action.
The following two cases are typical of this ^roup.
One of the cases reveals the case situation in wnich trie

recommendation of the Society was followed and tne otner case
where these recommendations were not followed.
Case 6. Eoth parents had died and of the many
relatives only a maternal aunt was willing to
care for the children. After a period of a
year the children had been able to make a good
adjustment to tne maternal aunt, and she •
provided them, not only with all of the neces-
sities of life, but seemed to love them
genuinely and was able to give them a feeling
of security
. At about this time one of tne
children was involved in an automobile accident.
The Insurance Company offered to settle the
case for two thousand dollars, but it was neces-
sary to have a guardian appointed for tne child’s
estate'.' As soon as the other relatives learned
about this situation, they all wanted to become
guardian for tne child. One of tne relatives
actually brought a petition for guardianship.
Tne Society, however, doubted tne relative’s
cerity. It felt that the maternal aunt should
be appointed ^uardian. Accordingly, the Society
entered its appearance and contested the petition.
The petition was denied.
Case j . in this case both parents seemed
unreasonably abusive to their ten year old son.
Conditions grew so bad that the boy ran away from
home and went to the home of a married sister.
Both parents seemed pleased to have the boy out
of the home and refused to take him back. The
sister seemed to have a sincere interest in the
boy and agreed to take care of him. The boy lived
with the sister for over three years, then he was
accidentally run over by an automobile. The
Insurance Company offered to settle tne case for
.ree thousand dollars. As soon as ti . s ther
learned of this, he brought a petition for the
custody of the toy. The boy did not wish to
return to his parents’ home. Moreover from all
indications he had been able to make an excellent
adjustment in his sister's home. The Society,
therefore, filed an appearance to contest the
petition. The Court, however, allowed tne petition
It is difficult to understand tne decision of tne
vourt in this case, since it seemed to the best interest of tne
child to permit him to remain with his married sister. Pernaps

the decision was based on the ground that the parents were
not proved to be unfit, and hence as a matter of law were
entitled to the custody of tneir cnild.
It may be interesting to know wha*t further services
the Society rendered in the cases after the Probate Court
action. In thirty-nine oi the fifty-six cases trie Society
felt no further
_ services was indicated and closed the cases.
Of the remaining seventeen cases, six were referred to other
agencies for a different service. The remaining eleven cases
were carried by the Society for only a short period. In most
of these eleven cases it was just a question of following
through with the placement of the children or in supervising,
for a time, their new foster homes.
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CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A. Summary
During the four year period beginning with January 1
,
,1941 and enc i with December 31, 1944, ‘the Boston and South
Noriolx Districts of the Massachusetts Society for the Pre-
vention of Cruelty to Children were active in a total of 7763
caoes comprising a service to 25,530 children. Of these 7763
cases, in only fifty-six were the services of t.^e Society for
txit Prevention Ox Cruelty to Children and the Probate Court
combined in their effort to protect the child. The number of
children- so protected reached a total of 101 children. The
age ra
r
V; 0 of these children was from under the age of one
year up to sixteen years. There were forty—eight boys and
£ifty- three girls. These children repi .ted less than one
"i3 ~ 1 ‘~'-L cent 01 tne total numc sr 01 c^ixdi-en served by
the Eoston and South Norfolk Districts during this same four
-iod. The fifty-six cases also represented less than
one naif of one per cent of the total case load of these
districts in this period. These facts must be considered with
^ : - ov x3c^ 0 dnnt the Boston District alone serves ajjroxi-
mately one third of the total yearly case load of the Massachu-
setts Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children. In
that same period the Society brought 3C67 cases from the Boston
and Soutn Norfolk Districts to the Juvenile and Criminal
.. ,
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Courts. In other v. ords the fifty- six cases represent less
than tv;o per cent of the total court cases wnich were brought
to the Pro",ate Court.
Only eighteen of these fifty- six cases were brought
by the Society. Thirty-eight of the cases were brought by
other agencies and individuals and the Society was either
summoned in by one of the parties or was called in by the
Probate Court itself. In four of the cases the Society entered
its appearance to protect the interest of the children after
the cases had been brought to the Probate Court. In twelve of
the cases the Probate Court called upon the services of the
Society. In twenty-two cases one of the parties called upon
the Society for testimony after the case had been brought to
the Probate Court.
All of the petitions involved the physical, moral,
and spiritual elfare of the children. In four of the cases
the primary issue was the control over the estate of the
children. In the remaining fifty-two cases the primary issue
was the direct control over the children themselves, as these
children possessed no estate.
In the fifty- six cases studied there nad been a total
of 168 other community agencies active at one time or anotner.
Twenty-four of these cases had appeared before the District
iourt. The Police were active in twenty-eight of the cases.
Family Societies were active in fifteen of the cases.
Children’s Societies, other than the Society for the Prevention
.. .. ;;
.
.
of Cruelty to Children, had teen active in eight of the cases.
After tne Probate Court’s action, thirty-nine of the cases
were closed, eleven received further treatment, and six were
referred to other agencies. 'The cases receiving further
treatment were carried for only a short time. The cases*
referred to other agencies were considered in need of long-
term treatment involving financial aid and family supervision.
E. Conclusions
The Probate Court has a specific function in the set
up of the community resources, and because of this function,
it can be employed to a great advantage by the Society for tne
Prevention of Cruelty to Children. From this study, however,
it cannot be stated as a conclusion that the Society has made
as much use of this Court as it could have during the period
covered by this thesis.
During this four year period, the Boston and South
Norfolk Branches handled 7768 cases. Of these cases only
fifty- six or less than one half of one per cent ever reached
the Probate Court. Of this small figure actually only
eighteen of these cases were brought to the Probate Court by
the Society itself. This number is approximately one fifth
of one per cent of the 776° cases handled by these Branches
during the period studied. These figures must be considered
with the knowledge that the Eoston Branch of the Society by
itself handles approximately one third of the total case load
of the Society.
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as it could have? Since only those fifty-six cases which
appeared before the Probate Court were studied, it cannot be
stated with any degree of certainty how many more of the 7768
cases should have been brought to the Prolate Court by the
Society. However a study of the eighteen cases which the
Society did ring to this Court has revealed t at the Probate
Court offers a specific help in at least four different types o
case situations. And since, as ias been indicated in Chapter
IV, the fifty-six cases are representative of the bulk of the
total case load carried, it would seem therefore that many more
[of the 7768 cases could have teen brought to this Court.
There were four different group case situations for
which the agents brought the eignteen cases to the Probate
Court. were the following: first, those cases which the
Society brought to the Probate Court for a specific service
whicii no othei court or agency was equipped to render, namely
f.ie appointment o:i a lardian with custody; second, those cases
wnich the Society would have .referred to brin
t to tne Juvenile
or Criminal Courts out it was not able to marshal the required
legal evidence before such courts, although such evidence was
in existence; third, those cases which were first brought to
to the ..-rotate Court; fourth, those cases vr.ich the Society
brought to the Probate Court directly, although it possessed
ohe required legal evidence to have brought such

ss to the o trier courts. In each of these situations,
however, the choice of courts was based on the function of the
Society as interpreted by the agent, as well as the total plan
of case work treatment in the cases. In other words wnere trie
protection of the child was hinged to the punishment of the
adult offender, the agent tried to bring the cases to the
Juvenile Court or Criminal Court. Where, however, the
protection of the child was not predicated upon tne punishment
of tne adult offender, the agents brought the cases directly
to the Probate Court. Then a in, in the cases where tne
agents were not able to procure protection for the children -
in the Juvenile or Criminal Courts, they brought the cases to
the Probate Court and thereby worked out a plan for their
protection.
This would seem to indicate that tne Probate Court
c e n, in certain cases, work out a very satisfactory plan of
protection for the child. For example where it becomes
necessary to remove a cnild from its home in order to protect
it, .an agent, if he can find a competent, interested relative
or person who is willing to assume the responsibility of tne
care and custody of the child, can with the aid of the Probate.
Court work out a very adequate plan of protection for that
child. When it becomes necessary to protect the estate of a
minor, the Probate Gourt 1 only resource cl * otection.
It would therefore seeai that in many of the cases the Probate
Court is just as good a resource as the Juvenile or Criminal
'• i- r
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Court. Accordingly, a much greater numerical use can he made
of t robate Court than has been evidenced by this study.
Can a Children’s Agency whose function is not
focussed on tne punishment of the offender utilise trie resource
.of the Probate Court to tne same advantage? It would seem so
since the Probate Court is not interested in the punishment of
the offender. Its only interest is the protection of the child
Hence in similar case situations any Children's Agency can
employ the Probate Court to advantage.
From an analysis of the total fifty-six cases studied,
it would seem that although the numerical contacts between the
Society and the Probate Court was very small, tne relationship
between them, based on this contact, was very good. In all
but one of the cases, the Probate Court acted upon the recom-
mendations of the Society. In fact, in twelve of the cases
the Court itself solicited the services of tne Society to help
it to decide upon a complicated question involving the welfare
of the children. And, since the relationship is so good, is it,
fair to say that the Probate Court snould tame a better
advantage of tne services of tne Society 'ey calling upon its
services more often?
approved:
Richard K. Conant, Dean
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APPEND IX. A
SCHEDULE
Name ...No. of Chn Ages Sex
Location Size of Fan Nat’l'ty Col....
Ec. Status Both Parents Location of Prob.Ct
Dep Mother Source of Referral to S.P.C.C
Merg Father
Inden.... Substitute
Factors
Carnal knowl Feebleminded Intemp Orphanage semi
Delinquency Forced Marr .Medical Neglect. .Orphanage full
Desertion Illeg.Primary Moral Neglect. .. .Physical neglect....
Divorce Illeg. Subord Non-support. .... .Separation of per...
Indecent Ass Insanity Pbys. cruelty Unnatural acts
Community Agencies and Resources Active
Findings in Court Actions..
Juvenile
Adul t s
Chn
Cases Brought to Probate Ct
S.P.C.C
Other Agency
Indiv
S.P.C.C. for Petition
S.P.C.C. vs. Petition.
Findings of Court
For S.P.C.C
Vs S.P.C.C
Other Courts
S.P.C.C. called in by
Probate Ct
Other Agency
Indiv
Petition sought
Disposition for
Mo
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Both
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Basis
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